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Pink Flowers Card 
Prismacolor pencils used: PC1014/PC929/PC994, PC942, PC1005/PC109 
 

1. Color flower image with the Prismacolor pencils listed or another coloring medium of 
your choice (for this kit, the ink and cardstock used are not Copic friendly).  Layer this 
piece to the corresponding black piece.  Layer to the pink background piece. 

2. Apply wet glue to the back of the wider strip of champagne-colored mica cardstock (this 
is a little wider than the pink piece) – attach to the card as shown and carefully trim the 
excess of the sides.  Repeat this process for the narrow piece of champagne cardstock.  
Layer the pink piece to the larger black piece and to the front of the green card. 

3. Attach the “hello” die cut as shown or desired. 
 
Purple Flowers Card 
Copic markers used: BV0000/BV00/BV01, G40/G43, Y13 
 

1. Color the flower image with the Copic markers listed or another coloring medium of 
your choice. 

2. Layer the purple card to the black card and then attach the flower piece to the center of 
the purple.  Apply adhesive to the back of this piece and then wrap the ribbon bow 
around the piece as shown, with the adhesive holding the ribbon in the back.  Layer to 
the front of the card. 

3. Scatter the silver sequins and attach with wet glue. 
 
Red Flowers Card 
Prismacolor Pencils used: PC926/PC924, PC1005/PC912, PC917 
 

1. Color the flower image with the Prismacolor pencils listed or another color medium of 
your choice.  Layer to the corresponding black piece.  Layer the piece of lava red 
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cardstock to the larger black card piece, the layer the colored floral image to the center 
of the red card stock. 

2. Apply adhesive to the back of this piece and then wrap the ribbon knot around the piece 
as shown, with the adhesive holding the ribbon in the back.  Layer to the front of the 
card. 

3. Scatter the red half-pearls and attach with wet glue. 


